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Abstract - The student generated-question (SGQ) strategy engages students in the schema-construction process. However, 
the SGQ task is complex and difficult, demanding learners to devote cognitive efforts, which may results in students’ 
anxiety. Scaffolds to assist students in reflecting the quality of their constructed questions and learning from the activity are 
essential. A serious board game to engage students in reflecting the quality criteria of a good question was developed in this 
study. 8 college students were invited to play the game after a SGQ workshop and interview as well as observation were 
conducted to collect their experience in the game. The results indicated that participants kept reflecting the quality criteria of 
a good question. The results also supported the joyful learning experience, which makes SGQ fun. Recommendation for 
future research were provided. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The student generated-question (SGQ) strategy 
engages students in the learning process 
(Abramovich& Cho, 2006; Berry & Chew, 2008; Yu 
& Wu, 2012). The strategy engages students in 
recalling important concepts to be the core of the 
question, and constructing the question items by 
reflecting and translating the contents they have 
learned. In designating the answer of the question, 
they need to carefully examine the answer and 
distractors to obtain one the best answer. The above-
mentioned process helps to students’ schema 
construction.  
However, the SGQ task is complex and difficult, 
demanding learners to devote cognitive efforts, which 
may results in students’ anxiety. They need to ensure 
that each question meets the criteria, such as the 
clarity of meaning and logic, the relevancy of each 
question generated, the correctness of wording 
andpunctuation (Yu, & Wu, 2013). As majority of 
learners are novice,training on composing a question 
and scaffolds to assist students in reflecting the 
quality of their constructed questions and learning 
from the activity are essential. 
A serious game, designed based on learning objective 
and content, may have learners accomplish a series of 
missions in a joyful environment. Moving beyond the 
drill-and-practice game, the serious game grounded 
on the philosophy of constructivism, enables learners 
to learn specific knowledge or skills and to evaluate 
their behavior or decisions based on the feedback 
provided by the game (Garris, Ahlers, &Driskell, 
2002; Kiili, 2005; Mikalef, Giannakos, 
Chorianopoulos, &Jaccheri, 2012; Nelson, Erlandson, 
& Denham, 2011; Paraskeva,Mysirlaki, &Papagianni, 
2010; Squire, & Steinkuehler, 2005). The above 
mentioned process helps schema construction and 
learning transfer (Paraskeva, Mysirlaki, &Papagianni, 

2010; Gentile, & Gentile, 2008). Furthermore, the 
challenge embedded in the game may have learners 
may experience flow, thus sustaining intrinsic 
motivation (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). 
Grounded on the game-based learning literature, this 
study aimed to design a serious SGQboard game and 
proposes using it as a scaffold to guide learners to 
exam the questions generated by themselves, observe 
their peers’ products and collaborative review the 
learned content. A serious board game will be 
developed, being evaluated by learners’ reflection on 
the strategies and behavior during the game and their 
satisfaction with the game. 
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The positive effects of game-based learning are 
empirically evidenced in enhancing students’ 
motivation (i.e. Charsky&Ressler, 2011), developing 
psychomotor skills (i.e. Connolly, Boyle, MacArthur, 
Hainey& Boyle, 2012), and higher-order thinking 
(i.e. Kim, Park &Baek, 2009). However, playing the 
games does not necessary lead to knowledge 
development.   
The serious game, in which the learning objectives 
and the subject matter knowledge are embedded, 
could help students to learn. First, the goals of the 
game which include both mastery goal orientation 
and performance goal orientation may promote 
students to develop or master specific contents during 
the game (Clark & Martinez-Garza, 2012). In a 
relaxing and joyful game environment, students could 
explore and practice specific knowledge by executing 
the games tasks (Kinzie& Joseph, 2008). They could 
also reflect the appropriateness of their actions or 
decisions by observing the instant feedback (Mikalef, 
Giannakos, Chorianopoulos&Jaccheri, 2012). The 
challenge embedded in the game could engage 
students in a flow state and may increase their 
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concentration and persistence in facing the challenge. 
The above-mentioned gaming process may contribute 
to students’ schema development and learning-
transfer (Collins & Halverson, 2010; Klopfer& 
Squire, 2008; Papastergiou, 2009; Paraskeva, 
Mysirlaki&Papagianni, 2010).   
According to the literature in the area of game/board 
game design, well-designed mechanics of a game 
include goals, rules, procedures, path leading to goals 
etc (Kiili, 2005; Mayer & Johnson, 2010; Raybourn, 
2007; Schell, 2008). First, goals of the game should 
be consistent with learning objectives. Goals 
statement should be clear and challenging. Second, 
rules should be fair and consistent throughout the 
games. In other words, the scores players gain in the 
game should reflect their knowledge or skills. Third, 
players should be provided with information and 
assistance to self-explore and test their strategies. 
Fourth, difficulty of the game should be increased 
with players’ performance. Fifth, feedback provided 
by the game should be responsive and instant. Sixth, 
competition and collaboration among the players are 
necessary.  
 
III. RESEARCH METHOD 
 
3.1. Research Design  
The design-based research (DBR) method were 
conducted using qualitative research approach.  First, 
eight college students, who took at least three-credit-
hour course in educational psychology, were invited 
to participate in a two-week SGQ workshop and 
required to construct 20 questions, which measured 
five educational psychology theories. The SCHEMA 
system used to support the test-construction and 
gaming process is embedded in the web-based 
Knowledge Management and Question Authoring 
System(KMQAS) developed by the first author. The 
KMQAS has the question-generation and peer-
assessment subsystems. Its quality was assured by a 
prior study (Wu & Wu, 2017). An online training on 
the quality criteria of a good question, the question-
generation process and how to use the system were 
delivered at the beginning. The first week, the 
instructor explained how to look at the game-design 
from different educational psychology theories. The 
second week, theinstructor facilitated learners in 
thinking of design a game based on specific 
educational psychology theories. During the 
workshop the participants were asked to generate 20 
questions on the theories they learned in the 
workshop. The questions they constructed were used 
as their own question-card in the game. After the 
workshop, eight players were invited to play the 
game again and the process were video-taped. Last, 
they were interviewed to collect data regarding their 
reflection on the strategies and learning gains and 
their satisfaction with the game design 
 

3.2. Design Principles of the Serious SGQ Board 
Game 
A well-designed SGQ board game should follow the 
principles: (1) Thegoals of the game should match 
with the learning objectives: generating a question of 
good quality. (2) The given game tasks should 
simulate the application of the learned content, 
including critical reasoning process. Specifically, 
since the designed game aims to develop players’ 
competency in developing a good question and 
deeply understanding of the educational psychology 
theories, the mission given in each round requires the 
banker to select the question-item which assesses the 
concepts listed in the map.  On top of this basic 
requirement, the banker also has to analyze whether 
the question-item meets the quality criteria in order to 
earn the concepts. Furthermore, the players, while not 
being the banker, need to judge the quality of the 
question-item played by the banker in order to earn 
the extra credits.  
The rules of the game should be clear and definite so 
that players could concentrate on the game. The game 
flow should motivate players to reflect the quality 
criteria of a good question. Most important of all, the 
game flow should prompt the players to interact with 
each other, clarifying any misconception about the 
question-generation or educational psychology 
theories. 
 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1. The SGQ Serious Board Game 
The serious SGQ board game called SCHEMA is 
developed by the first author. The SCHEMA is 
designed to support players in mastering the quality 
criteria of a good question. Specifically, the goal for 
the players is to earn the highest scores by judging 
whether the question satisfies the basic and advanced 
requirements in order to earn the scores. At the 
beginning of the game, all four players were given 15 
minutes to collaboratively put the given concepts on 
the theory map (See Fig 1), which was used as the 
interface of the board game. 

 

 
Fig.1.The Map of the Serious Board Game 

The game flow is depicted in Figure 2, and the web-
based system to supportthe board game is presented 
in Figure 3. The game includes seven rounds. Each 
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round starts with playing the question-card and 
exchanging a chance card if needed. Each player 
takes turns to be the banker. The banker plays one 
question-item and the other players read the question-
item within the system using cell-phone (See figure 3 
for of the system). The players need to judge whether 
this item has single correct answer by turning the 
decision card. Then the system announces whether 
the banker satisfies one basic requirements: single 
correct answer and announces the concepts which 
were assessed in the question-item. If the banker’s 
question-item satisfies the basic requirements, the 
banker will be allowed to occupy the theory to which 
the concepts are related by putting small aliens(See 
figure 4). For example, the question-item played by 
the banker assessed two concepts related to the 
behaviorism, so the banker could put two small aliens 
on the behaviorism. Meanwhile, the rest of the 
players, if correctly judging the quality of the item, 
could get the gold coin. The gold coin is used to 
exchange a chance card. When the banker collected 3 
small aliens in one theory, s/he could upgrade it to 1 
color alien. Three color aliens could be upgraded to 
Alien Bungalow while three Alien Bungalow could 
be upgraded to Alien Large Building(See figure 4).  

 
Fig.2.The Flow of the Game 

Note: Dashed box represent digitization. 

 
Fig.3.The Supporting e-Board Game System 

 
Fig.4. TheUpgrade Rule 

 
The “Chance Card”, which could be exchanged using 
3 gold coins, has three options:(1) The Card of 
Declare Sovereignty allows the player to select one 
theory to declare sovereignty to prevent other players 
from occupying it in the following two rounds; (2) 
The Card of Sovereignty plunder allows the player to 
take three cards of question-items from another 
player; (3)The Card of Playing the Question Card 
Again allows the player to play the question-card 
again without any restriction.   
The formula of the final scores:  Scores = No. of 
color aliens + No. of house *3 + No. of buildings *7 
+ bonus credit * 5. If the player occupies all five-
theory islands, s/he will get bonus credits.    
 
4.2. The Learners’ Satisfaction with the SGQ 
Serious Board Game 
The participants were satisfied with the game. First, 
they felt the game was interesting and enjoyed 
playing the game with their peer. Second, according 
to the winning tips reported by the players, the game 
engaged them to deeply examine the quality of test-
item to ensure that the item selected has single correct 
answer and assess at least one concept. This process 
engaged them to reflect factors which may influence 
the quality of the item, such as fluency. Additionally, 
they have the chance to observe items that assessed 
multiple concepts. Third, they reported that the 
design of gold coin reinforced players’ motivation to 
devote their cognitive effort to judging the quality of 
item. Fourth, the game facilitated players in 
discussing the item using the quality criteria and the 
concepts assessed by the item.Any misconception 
about the theory were clarified during peer-
discussion.Fifth, they like the art design of the board 
game very much, including the map, alien cards and 
so on. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
A serious SGQ board game was developed in this 
study. The results indicated that participants kept 
reflecting the quality criteria of a good question. The 
results also supported the joyful learning experience, 
which made SGQ fun.  To the extent of the authors’ 
knowledge, this is the first serious board game 
designed centering on SGQ strategy. It may 
contribute to enhancing the intrinsic motivation of 
conducting SGQ task. The findings are based on the 
qualitative data collected from a small-group. Future 
research is suggested to use quantitative measure or 
increase the numbers of the participants to extend the 
generalizability of the current findings.  
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